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Balloon Arch Birthday Decoration 

balloon arch birthday decoration of QianJia brand 

balloon Arch，Is one of the most popular balloon 

arch birthday decorations produced by the most 

professional balloon factory in China, balloon Arch 

birthday decorations have been exported over 

50,000 sets, is a very popular latex balloon garland 

kit in the United States.It is the best balloon arch 

birthday decoration with the best balloons made in 

China and balloon decorator.The balloons 

produced by Borun balloon Factory in China are 

one of the best quality balloons in the world, but we are the balloon factory that can 

provide customers with the best balloon trade service. 

 

 

Product Description 

balloon arch birthday decoration of QianJia brand balloon Arch，Is one of the most popular 

balloon arch birthday decorations produced by the most professional balloon factory in China, 

balloon Arch birthday decorations have been exported over 50,000 sets, is a very popular latex 

balloon garland kit in the United States.It is the best balloon arch birthday decoration with the 

best balloons made in China and balloon decorator.The balloons produced by Borun balloon 

Factory in China are one of the best quality balloons in the world, but we are the balloon 

factory that can provide customers with the best balloon trade service. 

 

The principle of the Balloon Arch birthday decoration made by the Chinese factory is "the 

cheapest balloon with the most glamorous design." Paired with matte balloons in a variety of 

colors, the balloon Arch birthday decoration set can be used as a birthday party decoration as 

well as a wedding party decoration or a baby shower decoration. 

 

Compared with other balloon factories, our balloons are cheaper. On the basis of ensuring 

price concessions, we use the highest quality latex to make balloons after multiple screening, 

so that we can make high-quality balloons. 

 

This is the birthday arch balloon decoration handmade by workers in our factory, and he 

summarized the manufacturing steps of balloon arch decoration. All customers can make 

balloon arch decoration by hand according to the manufacturing steps, and you can also 

change the shape of the product according to your own needs. 

 

We are looking forward to having you as a partner of our Balloon factory in China. This balloon 

Arch birthday decoration kit will give you a price and service that you will not give up. 
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